
BUSINESS GROUP
VMware business units across 
the enterprise

KEY CHALLENGES
• Drive better business insight 

through “sandboxing” that 
encourages new ways to work 
with today’s data, including 
“qualitative” types from social 
media.

• Create a data governance 
model that defines sanctioned 
and unsanctioned business 
information.

• Instigate a Business 
Information Review Panel to 
verify data before it becomes 
available in production and 
provide usage guidelines.

SOLUTION
Improve business user’s insight 
through self-service delivery of 
data visualization tools while 
ensuring data reliability in 
production workloads.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
• Create a data governance 

model that defines sanctioned 
and unsanctioned business 
information.

• Delight users with self-service 
while slashing IT support costs 
for non-production instances.

• Cut IT support costs for BI by 
40 percent.

The Challenge
VMware IT was aware of users’ desire for new and more effective ways to quickly get 
at and represent data, and sought to cost-effectively address this demand. Multiple 
departments were pulling the same or similar reports and seldom shared or reused 
each other’s data: one reason for this was that users needed business reports they 
could trust and couldn’t verify how, when and from what sources others had done 
earlier reports. IT needed to ensure that reliable data could be accessed quickly, at 
scale and preferably with an eye on support costs as VMware grew. 

The discovery process found that 230 users had already downloaded the free version 
of Tableau Software’s business intelligence and analytics software, which helps users 
see and understand their data, said David McMath, IT director. 

IT ‘s response was to lean in to this “shadow IT” and deliver users a production 
instance of this creative set of business intelligence tools. VMware purchased the 
Tableau product in 2013. The company had made the decision to de-emphasize Oracle 
and researched several tools before the purchase. In addition to already having some 
user support, Tableau was the only tool that had full capabilities for connecting to flat 
files or subsets of data, McMath noted. Tableau also offered map-based reporting and 
prototyping and got high marks for easy setup and deployment.

The Solution
VMware IT implemented Tableau to deliver interactive business intelligence to end 
users, but it went beyond that: by implementing Tableau in a self-service model, users 
are now able to easily share data, explore creative new ways of looking at data without 
disrupting production, and can clearly see what reports are sanctioned, trusted data 
and what reports were explorations that haven’t been verified. And IT has slashed its 
support costs for business intelligence in the process, McMath noted. 

Just a couple of years ago, VMware ran on seven separate data marts accessed by 
Oracle and users tapped Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition to work with 
data. There was a lot of reinventing the wheel because users couldn’t trust that 
reports in the system were accurate or reliable, which was inefficient for them and 
for IT as well. 

VMware IT Delivers Self-Service 
Data Visualization, Slashes 
Support Costs and Drives Better 
Business Insight

Building on the consolidation of seven data marts into a single, 
private-cloud based implementation of GreenPlum, VMware IT 
deployed Tableau for self-service data visualization, thereby 
improving user’s ability to work with business information in 
visual ways that render insight.
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“Self-service is only as successful as the tools you have to deploy. User demand 
was already high for Tableau as it was already in use at VMware, so adoption quickly 
spread,” said McMath.

Tableau is used in both production and non-production instances to facilitate web-
based report consumption and quick report generation based on frequent data 
refreshes, said McMath. Depending on the user type, there existed a need to connect 
to all kinds of data, from transactional systems, text files, flat files, or cross-
departmental data.

“Our diligence revealed we were serving four types of user: developers/engineers; 
power users; consumers and executives,” he added.

Today a user can choose to connect to data sources through Tableau, Oracle OBIEE 
or Essbase, McMath noted. Deployment is on VMware’s private-cloud and delivered 
as-a-service, on-demand. Users access Tableau from their desktops without a 
separate login. 

Running in VMware’s private cloud on virtualized infrastructure, users can access 
Tableau on the “innovation server” to set up custom data mash-ups and play with 
data in new ways, or on the production server for corporate-sanctioned reporting. 
The “Innovation Server” supports—literally—playing around with data to delve into 
business questions that could lead to breakthrough outcomes. Those reports can be 
shared and re-used with users who understand it’s not verified, but who might 
benefit from looking at someone else’s “what-if-scenario” to spark new ideas. 

Tableau improves the ROI of VMware’s implementation of the GreenPlum database 
and users have noticed:

“Tableau really makes using Greenplum worth it. Because we save 17 hours and 40 
minutes of run time in refreshing our database we can now increase the frequency of 
our refreshes, keeping our dashboard near to ‘live data,’ said Karthik Palanivel, a senior 
manager in VMware’s Asia Pacific Japan foundational operations and business 
intelligence organization. 

Users love Tableau for its robust and intuitive features. Fast analytics allow users to 
connect with and visualize data in minutes. Data sharing is easy with dashboard 
creation that can be posted to the web or shared on mobile devices. Tableau works 
with everything from Excel spreadsheets to Hadoop to cloud services and delivers 
live data connections allow for fresh and frequent updates—“just in time data,” 
according to McMath.

IT maintains a Business Information Review Panel that meets regularly to review 
business information and sanction reports that meet its criteria. 

“We want to encourage data sharing among users, and that increases when users 
can know the data is sanctioned and reliable,” said McMath. The panel subjects each 
report to questions such as: what is the origin of the data? How is this report useful? 
What calculation logic was used? In all, a report is subject to 17 questions before 
becoming sanctioned. 

Using a tool called Robii from Stratus, IT went through 10,000 reports in OBIEE and 
found 3600 that had not been touched in 18 months or more. Since regression testing 
was run on the total universe of 10,000 every time a report was pulled, clearly both 
accuracy and efficiency were sub-optimal. IT copied and renamed the archival reports, 
taking them out of production and clarifying that it was legacy data, noted McMath. 

“Now that we’ve centralized reporting through our Magellan initiative, which 
consolidated 7 separate data marts into one, cloud-based repository, we are seeing 
increased re-use of reports and sharing of analysis that is done on top of that data,” 
said McMath.

“We want to encourage data 
sharing among users, and that 
increases when users can know 
the data is sanctioned and 
reliable.”

David McMath 
IT Director,  
VMware
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IT performed load testing and found Tableau on virtual machines could support nearly 
400 users concurrently with no noticeable decline in performance or response times. 
Testing was done at peak and non-peak times with variance under 5 seconds. Peak 
load tests of 396 concurrent users indicated IT could support 4,000 total users with 
10 percent concurrency. 

Compared with OBIEE, Tableau implemented in self-service has reduced IT’s support 
costs by 40 percent, McMath noted. 

Delivery of Business Intelligence usage guidelines is an ongoing process; IT continues 
to work with users to understand their needs and experience and sets out guidelines 
to help them understand which BI tool is best for which types of use cases. These 
guidelines are written for “laypeople,” – non-technical business users, not IT people, 
McMath added. 

Self-service business intelligence is available for Tableau, Oracle OBIEE and essbase, 
with guidance from IT on best practices to support a great user experience. 

“Self-service BI is just one more way we are partnering with our business users to help 
them innovate,” said McMath. 

VMWARE ON VMWARE
As the leading proponent of  
our own products, VMware  
is committed to passing on  
the lessons learned by our 
internal IT group in applying 
virtualization and cloud 
management technology  
to solve business challenges.  


